Virtual Tour Options
Summer 2022

Collection Highlights Tour some fan favorites of our wondrous collection of art by self-taught artists.

Healing and the Art of Compassion Explore AVAM’s current mega-exhibition focused on public attention on two sibling essential powers - healing and compassion - twin forces for greater good sorely in need today.

The Science and Mystery of Sleep Explore some of the latest findings on sleep through fantastical, handmade bedrooms created by three visionary artists as personal refuge.

Reduce, Reuse, Repurpose into Art A tour with a focus on using repurposed materials to make art.

Animals in Art Take a tour of some of our fun critters on display and in our permanent collection.

Esther and the Dream of One Loving Human Family Learn Esther Krinitz’s Holocaust survival story told through her 36 hand-embroidered works.

Contact Mavet for more information: groupvisits@avam.org